Correlation of Ion Transport Hysteresis with the Nanogeometry and Surface Factors in Single Conical Nanopores.
Better understanding in the dynamics of ion transport through nanopores or nanochannels is important for sensing, nucleic acid sequencing and energy technology. In this paper, the intriguing nonzero cross point, resolved from the pinched hysteresis current-potential (i-V) curves in conical nanopore electrokinetic measurements, is quantitatively correlated to the surface and geometric properties by simulation studies. The analytical descriptions of the conductance and potential at the cross point are developed: the cross-point conductance includes both the surface and volumetric conductance; the cross-point potential represent the overall/averaged surface potential difference across the nanopore. The impacts by individual parameter such as pore radius, half cone angle, and surface charges are systematically studied in the simulation that would be convoluted and challenging in experiments. The elucidated correlation is supported by and offer predictive guidance for experimental studies. The results also offer more quantitative and systematic insights in the physical origins of the concentration polarization dynamics in addition to ionic current rectification inside conical nanopores and other asymmetric nanostructures. Overall, the cross point serves as a simple yet informative analytical parameter to analyze the electrokinetic transport through broadly defined nanopore-type devices.